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OPEN LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF SAN DIEGO

A battle is being fought for freedom in your city, that if
lost, can be looked upon as the last ·stand of American Liberty.
Mass medicati'on is the issue. The placing of fluorides in
the communal water supply is a, criminal encroachment on your constitutional rights, It is forcing you to take a medical remedy
for a common deficiency disease known as tooth decay. It.is the
treatment by force of a type of starvation with a poisonous drug
that you never would consider acceptable as a possible contaminant
of your food or drink under any sane set .'of circumstances.
.
Who is trying to force this crazy idea into practice? You
probably are unaware of the fact that the same commercial interests
that have for forty years been promoting' the destruction 'and removal
from bread. of the very food elements that would prevent tooth decay
(by their promotion of flour bleaching) are now promoting the fluoridation of water. First they create a terrible state of dental disease, by criminal food adulteration, then try to sell us a quack,
remedy for its prevention.
Read what our official investigating Committee in Congress
says about the idea of water fluoridation, (in enclosed Delaney
Committee Report). Read the rest of the story of how the flour
racketeers have for forty years undermined the public health by
selling a product from which the essential minerals and vitamins
have been removed, and the nonessential residues fraudulently sold
as "food". "Food" hardly more capable of supporting life of test
animals than so much straw. "Food" that contained preservative
chemicals so toxic that they caused fatal "running fits" in dogs.
"Food" that specifically causes tooth decay and dissolves tooth
enamel on contact, in tests on human teeth. (As reported in "The
Vitamins in Medicine", Bicmel! &;0 Prescott, Page 688; 1945). (Copy
on request).
. ' .'
"
" '
Then get busy and help raise a few dollars to help your
fellow townsmen fight this Rat Poison Gang, for unless you get
behind this effort to defend yourself NOW it will soon be too
late. The scoundrels back of this racket have actually gotten
a lower court to believe that Fluoridation is NOT mass medication.
If their program has any justification, how is it that they could
not convince the Delaney Commdttee? Experimentation on any person
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or medication without his consent is cri~naland vicious. No
sane or clear-thinking could even think of endorsing such a
frightful program.
It is the essence of TOTALITARIANISM -- right here in
your home town.
~ruJ:y yo ra,

Royal Lee, D.D.S., President
LEE FOUNDATION FOR NUTRITIONAL RESEARCH
(A non-profit institution, dedicated to .
better food).
RL:rg
Enc: Delaney Committee Reportj
lakeland Addressj
Just One Turn Of One Valve And!!! j
The Systemic Cause Of Dental Caries (R. Lee)j
Massachusetts Letter on Fluorine in Beerj
Excerpt from liThe Vitamins In Medicine" (when available).

Mail to:
C. Leon de Aryan,
Editor "The BROOM"
P. O. Box 349
San Diego 5, California
I enclose

----- dollars

as a contribution

toward defending the people or San Diego against unconstitutional
schemes for Fluoridating drinking water.

